Charter
Solutions
Think fast, Move faster
We offer the fastest possible solutions of transportation. Our time-critical solutions are the fastest possible way of transport for
your time-critical shipments. Our goal is to bring companies around the world closer together by reducing transit times and
distances in transportation.

Benefits of our charter solutions
24/7/365 avaibility
Innovative and custom-made solutions
Multiple pieces shipments, with various sizes
and dimensions
24/7 Personalized status updates about
current status of shipment
Providing multiple solutions: Fastest solution /
Best price
Fast, reliable, and competitive solutions
On Board Courier assistance available at
every step of the process
24/7 coverage from our office at Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport
Your reliable partner when it comes to timecritical and logistical challenges

Charter solutions
MYOBC provides custom-made charter
solutions to arrange the delivery of your:
Heavy and outsize equipment
Ship spares
Aerospace: AOG
Oil & Gas Equipment
Automotive equipment
Lifesaving equipment: Emergency medical
equipment, Stem Cell, Humane Blood
Pharmaceuticals: COVID-19 Vaccine,
Clinical Trials, Medicine
Humanitarian goods
And all other types of time-critical
freight.

WWW.MYOBC.EU

Charter
Solutions
Custom-made solutions
MYOBC offers custom-made, time-critical solutions
for your urgent shipments. We integrate our global
network and expertise in time-critical logistics to offer
our customers & partners the fastest and safest
solutions, for all their time-critical and logistical
challenges.

Case studies
Our operations team will meet all your time-critical requirements
Charter flight Ship Spares: Our operations team has managed to carry out a Charter Flight within 4 hours from Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport to deliver a heavy and oversized ship spare to one of Europe’s biggest harbors, providing a Vessel with an
urgent spare part.
Charter flight Pharmaceutical: We have arranged multiple charter flights to different destinations across Europe to deliver
COVID-19 vaccine
Charter flight Automotive: We have arranged a charter flight with a Pilatus PC-12 to deliver highly urgent automotive parts, in
order to avoid any productions line interruption.

Efficiency and flexibility
Operating with a large and flexible fleet
of turbo prop, light/midsize and heavy
jets to meet customer demand
To provide the most economical and
sustainable solution we mostly use the
state-of-the-art Pilatus PC-12 NG aircraft. The
Pilatus PC-12 NG is one of the leading aircraft
in the world in terms of economical and
sustainable operations. What makes it perfect
for cargo charter operations for short distance
request within Europe.

Contact us:
MYOBC Operational Team
The Netherlands:
Amsterdam Schiphol Airport
Tel: +31 23 751 95 80
Mail: Ops@myobc.eu
www.myobc.eu

